IT STARTED WITH NUMBERS
Even dough it all started with numbers, the mathematical research now a day is growing into the logic and strict fields, with the base of searching the concept of numbers. There are more than 50,000 mathematicians around the world.
We use numbers everyday. But can we specify what numbers are? They count things, but they are not things. Numbers are denoted by symbols, some kind of mental construct.
WRITING NUMBERS
How math really start? The inventions of numbers, represented with written symbols that changed depending on each culture. For precision, the decimal numbers where created.
It's clear that without that civilizations can exists as we know them without numbers, because, numbers are everywhere. The curious thing is that numbers are present no only in a mathematical term, but also in everything we do, even scheduling a flight to the Caribbean or Germany. Creating atomic bombs, and directing this missiles to their target. Therefore we can say, that not every application of mathematics has improved the human condition.
Time line of numbers Beginning 1. Clay tokens (10,000 year ago) in the Near East. This tokes where of different shapes, dating back 8000 b.c. en they were in common use for 5000 years. By the usage of this tokens for accountability, the mathematical track was seen. The were used to keep track of legal proof, ownership, buying goods, or tax purposes. They were ordered in patters, to work out the order of ownership.
Mesopotamians started to number in clay envelopes how many tokes were inside. This crucial step, created written symbols, number symbols.
2. Tally marks, Ishango Bone (lunar calendar).
The first numerals

MATHEMATICAL REASONING
Symbolic and visual, The symbolic reasoning was originated in number notation and visual reasoning use diagrams. We can se the perfect example with Euclid, using a combination of both to create his propositions. But math is about concepts and not about symbols.
Greeks: used specific symbols for multiples of 10 or 100. Their interest in square and triangular number suggests that they may have represented numbers by patterns of dots. The ten symbols currently used today to denote decimal digits are referred as Hindu-Arabic numerals.
1. Triangles/Trigonometry: measuring triangles, but it is actually useful for all mathematics.Trigonometry relies on a number of special functions (cosine, sine and tangent started by George Joachim Rhaeticus). Similar triangles, are the ones that have the same angle but different size.
2. Curves and coordinates: Fermat state the principle that that any equation in two coordinate variables defines a curve. Non Euclidian geometry, is the natural geometry of a curved surface.
3. Number theory: Euclid was the one that create the first theory, "Every number is built by primes." And Fermat, "Two is the only even prime."
NUMBER SYSTEMS
We have create systems for our numbers trying to play with them, because it is impossible to create somehow new numbers. We have the natural numbers such as 1,2,3 and the ones we always use. The integers that are the natural numbers been positive or negative. The rational numbers and the real numbers such as the decimals. If we have the root of minus one, then imaginary numbers can be another system.
HUMAN FORMULAS?
We have a physical reality and with formulas created by humans we can better grasp that reality. Mathematicians started doubting the definition and use of a function. So in the 19th century they started separating the concepts, Meaning of terms, representation of a function, properties of a function, representations that guarantee properties.
DIMENSIONS
The four dimension is time, we know the three dimensions as planes of space, but what is space? "A collection of objects together with some notion of the distance between any two of those objects."
It's all about getting lucky
A big field in the mathematical branch is the study of probability. How many chances we have of winning the lottery? Or of falling the exam? We can associate chances with random events or with statistics, with a profound analysis in the fresh data the the true world gives. All probabilities lie between 1 and 0. 1 being certain and 0 being impossible.
